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1.

INTRODUCTION

This report describes the activities undertaken by Sea Turtle Conservation Curaçao (STCC) in 2017. While
STCC officially became an NGO in May of 2017, we have been active in conservation since 2014. The goal
of the organization is to protect sea turtles and their habitats through research, conservation and
education and to do so long term. To this end STCC also has been focusing on setting up diverse income
streams, to build to a financially stable organization.
2017 has been quite a busy year for us. Right after becoming an NGO STCC had a coordinating role
during the clean-up activities that resulted from the Trinidad oil spill in May 2017. This generated quite
some exposure in the local community.
STCC conducted nest monitoring and in-water surveys to get a better understanding of the sea turtle
populations around Curaçao. We performed 35 turtle rescues, registered 10 poaching cases and helped
about 4600 hatchlings make it to the sea during the 2017 season.
Furthermore, a partnership with Global Giving was established. Global Giving is an international crowd
funding platform for nonprofit organizations. Being part of this platform enables us to receive donations
from abroad more easily. Locally we initiated a partnership with Limpi, a new recycling company that
uses marine debris and used plastic to make souvenirs. STCC sorts out the useful plastic debris and gives
this to Limpi and Limpi transforms the debris into desirable items like exclusive souvenirs. Especially for
STCC they designed a small statue, the so called turtle buddy. Each turtle buddy contains 140 grams of
marine debris. They are sold at local dive shops generates additional revenue for STCC, moreover it also
gives the organization extra exposure and helps to create awareness about plastic pollution.
STCC was recognized by the “Stichting Dierenbescherming Curaçao” with an award for the project of the
year that really made a difference. This is truly motivating and we hope that in 2018 our efforts will
ensure even bigger results for the protection of sea turtles and their habitats.
We are extremely grateful for all the support that we get from volunteers and sponsors and we are
hoping that we can keep counting on your support in the future.

Sabine Berendse
Founder & Director

2.

RESEARCH & MONITORING ACTIVIES

2.1 Nest monitoring
Around the world there are 7 species of sea turtles. Four of these turtles were known to nest on Curaçao
historically. Since the last leatherback nest has been recorded in 2006, we now assume there are still 3
sea turtle species nesting on Curaçao: the green turtle, the hawksbill and the loggerhead. All of these
sea turtles are either endangered of critically endangered according to the IUCN red list. Sea turtles play
important roles in the ecosystems they inhabit, ecosystems on which humans depend. This makes it
really important to protect sea turtles as best as we can. The survival rate of sea turtles is extremely low.
Out of every 1000 sea turtles born, just 1 reaches adulthood. That is why it is of vital importance to
monitor and protect nesting activity. With the ratification of “Inter-American Convention for the
Protection and Conservation of Sea Turtles (IAC)” in 2014 the government of Curaçao officially
acknowledged this too. During the nesting season STCC monitors nesting areas to record the
distribution, seasonality and abundance of sea turtle nesting, because successful conservation strategies
are built upon foundations of solid evidence.
From the 15th of May until the 15th of December 4 routes were monitored 3 times a week. These
beaches were checked for turtle tracks, by at least two volunteers. When tracks were discovered, the
beach patrollers established the type of activity and registered the activity. Three types of activity are
possible, namely: a dry run, an attempt or a nest.
1. A Dry run is when a turtle crawled over the beach but did not make a body pit*
2. An Attempt is when a turtle made one or more body pits, but does not lay eggs
3. A Nest is when a turtle actually lays eggs, recognizable by a covering**

FIGURE 1 MONITORED BEACHES IN 2017
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The routes that were monitored:
1. Klein Curaçao – the entire sandy coastline of the island.
2. Banda Ariba – Caracasbaai, Baya Beach, Tugboat Beach and Directorsbay
3. Banda’ Bou – Portomari, Daaibooi, Cas Abou, Santa Martha, Santa Cruz, Santu Pretu
4. Westpunt – Un Boka, Dos Boka, Boka Djegu, Boka Mansalina, Playa Kalki, Playa Piskado,
Playa Forti, Kleine Knip, Grote Knip, Jeremi, Lagun
Upon the discovery of a nest the nest could be confirmed if an experienced staff member of volunteer is
present. Confirming a nest would mean that you would have to dig until you reach the first egg. Then
you cover the nest again. If a nest is not confirmed it is recorded as a suspected nest. This means no
eggs were not sighted but the tracks show an obvious covering which suggests that a nest was laid.
A data form is filled out. The location of the nest is registered and after 45 days the location is checked
during each monitoring for signs that the nest might have hatched. If the nest has hatched the nest is
excavated. All the empty egg shells and the remaining dead eggs are counted to establish the nest
success. All the information is recorded on the data form. In Appendix II Nest monitoring data form 2017
the data form is included.
On Curaçao and Klein Curaçao we registered a total 46 turtle nests, of 3 different species. Loggerhead,
hawksbill and green turtles. 7 of the recorded nests were outside of the standard monitoring routes. For
these type of reports STCC is dependent on good Samaritans to inform us about their observations.
Since there are sea turtle nests outside the current monitoring routes, it is likely that there is more turtle
activity than we were able to record. This is a good reason to further expand the monitoring.

FIGURE 2 DRY RUN AT KLEIN CURAÇAO
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2.2 Traditional in-water survey
Besides the adult females that come to Curaçao to nest, we also have 2 species of sea turtles that live
around Curaçao year-round. That are resident juvenile green turtles and hawksbill turtles. The green
turtles mainly live in the seagrass ecosystems which are their traditional foraging grounds. But besides
the seagrass beds there are also several places other where juvenile green turtles are regularly seen and
known to eat fish scraps, thrown in the water by fishermen. The hawksbill turtles are mostly seen on the
reefs.
If we want to protect the juvenile sea turtles around Curaçao we need to gather basic information about
their abundance in specific locations, their behavior, movement patterns and health status. Also in time
we can get information about the growth rates of these turtles. That is the reason we, like most sea
turtle conservation programs with juveniles in the water, conduct traditional in water surveys.

FIGURE 3 IN-WATER SURVEY AT WACAWA
In January a traditional in-water survey was conducted in collaboration with Sea Turtle Conservation
Bonaire (STCB). Sue Willes and Gielmond Egberts from STCB joined the team from STCC to do the
second in-water survey for Curaçao. The key foraging grounds at Boka Ascencion, Wacawa and Klein
Curaçao were included in the survey. The same areas that were included in 2015.
The sheltered inlets of Wacawa and Ascencion, along the windy Northern Shore of Curaçao, are
characterized by high sea grass cover. Consequently these area are important foraging grounds for
green sea turtle. During the survey the sea turtles are caught here by the use of a net. Volunteers
snorkel alongside a net, that is set out over the grass meadow or bordering it. As soon as a turtle gets
entangled in the net it is immediately brought up to the surface so it can breathe. The turtle is untangled
and taken to shore, where it is measured and examined at a field station.

FIGURE 4 FIELD STATION IN WACAWA WHERE THE MEASUREMENTS ARE TAKEN AND DATA IS COLLECTED
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Carapace length and width, tail length and weight are registered on the. Beak content is checked. Also
the turtle is checked for fybropapillomatosis tumors and other abnormalities. DNA and isotope samples
are taken, the turtle gets to flipper tags, pictures are taken and then the turtle is released again.
On Klein Curaçao the situation is completely different. The leeward side of the island is characterized by
a sandy sea floor with little sea grass cover, coral reef and coral rubble habitat. Although there is not a
lot of seagrass it is still a place where green sea turtles are regularly seen. A net cannot be used at this
location. Here the turtles are caught using the hand catch technique. A free diver will bring up the turtle
and the measurements will be taken in the boat or on the shore. The turtle is subjected to the same
examination as those captured by net.
In total 34 turtles were captured and released in this survey. None of the turtles captured in the survey
showed any signs of fybropapillomatosis.

FIGURE 5 VOLUNTEERS FOR THE IN-WATER SURVEY AT WACAWA
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2.3 Snorkel survey
To effectively protect sea turtles around the island it important to know where they can be found. Data
about presence and abundance is essential to make effective management decisions and also to note
and understand changes. For that reason STCC conducts snorkel surveys. Participants swim on an
imaginary line, and scan the whole area for turtles and count them.

FIGURE 6 SNORKEL SURVEY TRACK

FIGURE 7 CONDUCTING SNORKEL SURVEYS
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2.4 Photo identification
Curaçao has a few unique sea turtle hotspots where sea turtles can be viewed up close. As there are
only a few spots in the world where sea turtles can be seen swimming alongside people in clear blue
water, these spots offer a unique opportunity to learn more about the individual sea turtles and their
behavior. Since photo identification is a non-invasive, upcoming research technique to gain information
about sea turtle populations, STCC decided to start a pilot project using pictures to identify resident
turtles at the 2 most famous sea turtle hotspots of Curacao: Playa Piskado and Klein Curaçao. Divers and
snorkelers are encouraged to share their pictures with STCC. That way they become citizen scientists*
and STCC is able to generate more data. It also a great opportunity to get more people involved in sea
turtle conservation. In 2017 we were able to identify 70 sea turtles by the drawings on their head.
Additional benefits are that more people keep an eye out for hooked and entangled turtles, as a result
we can improve our response time and also we have more footage to use for educational purposes.

FIGURE 8 SOME OF THE RESIDENT TURTLES OF KLEIN CURAÇAO
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2.5 Threat registration
To get a better insight into the local threats to sea turtles it is important that incidents involving sea
turtles are recorded. This will help to make educated management decisions about which threats need
to be given priority. In 2017 it became clear that poaching and hooking/entanglement are major issue of
concern. Hooking incidents mainly occur at Playa Piskado and Klein Curaçao, where green turtles are
feeding from fish scraps.
On the beaches obstructions like beach chairs and lighting are threatening our sea turtles. A lot of beach
managers do not pile up beach chairs at the end of the day. This is a problem for sea turtles that come
up to nest. Lighting increases safety for humans, but it disorients sea turtles. One female loggerhead got
disoriented at Koredor this year. Furthermore use of heavy machinery on the beach compresses the
sand, which makes it more difficult for sea turtles to nest and might destroy nesting sites that have not
been recognized.
We had a major incident at Wacawa in which we lost 9 juvenile green turtles. During high tide in a storm
11 sea turtles ended up on the wrong side of the dam. When the water level went back to normal the
sea turtles were trapped on the wrong side of the dam, unable to go back to the sea. Volunteers that
were hiking in the area found the animals and were still able to help 2 of them. For the others help came
too late.
On particular beaches we recorded predation. Especially beaches that are used by humans intensively
have a severe predation risk due to feral pigs, stray dogs and rats. People often leave food items behind,
attracting these kind of animals.

FIGURE 9 STRANDING EVENT WERE 9 TURTLES WERE FOUND DEAD IN WACAWA
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3.

CONSERVATION

3.1 Sea turtle rescues
The most direct conservation activity that STCC performs are sea turtle rescues. Unfortunately there are
lots of different ways a sea turtle can get into trouble and needs rescuing. Since more and more people
know about STCC, we get more and more reports about turtles in trouble. A report of a turtle in trouble
can be called in for a variety of reasons, such as disoriented adults and hatchlings, lethargic or otherwise
sick turtles, but most reports are for hooking and entanglement incidents. In 2017 no less than 35 sea
turtle rescues were performed. This means that a team of STCC will go out to the reported site to look
for the turtle and try to help him.
Most of the turtles fortunately could be helped directly on the spot. But a few times the hook was too
deep to reach or the wounds were too severe, so medical attention from a veterinary was required.
Fortunately the turtles could be helped and all could be released again after a period of observation.
So far we were able to cover the medical costs with the donations that we received. The costs for
medical care for a turtle are up to Ang 2000,- (+/- USD 1100,-) which might become an issue for STCC.

FIGURE 10 TURTLE RELEASES & OPERATION
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3.2 Beach and underwater clean ups
Pollution and habitat degradation is one of the most important threats to sea turtles. Marine debris on
the nesting beaches causes a lot of problems for adult females that come up the beach to nest and for
the hatchlings that try to find their way to the ocean. In the ocean plastic forms a major threat to
wildlife, because they might mistake it for food. Animals ingest quite a lot of plastic, with horrible
consequences. In addition, entanglement in plastic items and ghost gear is often seen.
Because it is better to prevent incidents than to try and fix them, volunteers of STCC clean nesting
beaches on every monitoring check. Furthermore STCC organizes a monthly clean up either on the
beaches and/or underwater, to at least try and keep the amount of plastic an ghost gear on the beaches
and underwater as limited as possible.

FIGURE 11 CLEAN UP ACTIVITIES
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3.3 Promotion of a ban to single use plastic
When you visit the beaches of Curaçao early in the morning, you will find a lot of plastic items that were
left behind by beach visitors. Since most of these items can’t be recycled and are not biodegradable
single use plastic forms the biggest threat, not only to sea turtles and their habitats, but to all life forms.
Cleaning the beaches does not solve the problem and this problem needs to be addressed globally. For
STCC it is important to help put it on the political agenda of Curaçao. In joint force with Greenforce,
Curaçao Clean Up and Plastic Free Curaçao STCC collected signatures for a petition that was offered to
the minister of GMN (Health, Environment and Nature), Suzy Camelia Romer. More than 5000
signatures were collected to ban certain single use plastic items. This was meant as a stimulus for the
government to adjust legislation and enforcement and to take measures for a better and more
sustainable future.

FIGURE 12 HANDING OVER THE PETITION TO MINISTER SUZY CAMELIA ROMER
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3.4 Clean up Trinidad oil spill
In April there was an oil spill in Trinidad and Tobago. In May the oil spill reached the Curaçao shorelines,
affecting some of the most important sea turtle nesting beaches on Curaçao and Klein Curaçao. STCC
coordinated the cleanup of the oil spill at Klein Curaçao, Un Boka, Dos Boka, Boka Djegu, Boka Mansalina
and the Wacawa beaches and inlets. The clean ups took about 3 weeks and over 100 individuals came
out to give a hand.

FIGURE 13 CLEANING OF THE OIL AT KLEIN CURAÇAO

FIGURE 14 CLEANING OF THE OIL AND PLASTIC AT WACAWA
One turtle was found at Klein Curaçao that seemed to be a victim of the oilspill. After being under the
care of veterinary practice Doest for a few weeks the turtle named KayCee recovered enough to be
released again.
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3.5 Poaching reports
Poaching is still is a direct threat that sea turtles face on Curaçao. The majority of the people from
Curaçao seem to be ignorant about the endangered and protected status of sea turtles. This was shown
by a Facebook post selling a sea turtle. Although several people reacted straight away, informing the
seller about the fact he is doing something illegal, a very large group reacted with surprise. STCC filed a
complaint against the seller, police investigated, but unfortunately the justice department did not
pursue the case. This was a big disappointment for STCC and shows that there are still major challenges
in enforcing existing legislation to protect sea turtles.
In total 11 poaching cases were recorded in 2017. Due to fast notification by the police department STCC
was able to save 6 green turtles.

FIGURE 14 POACHED TURTLE SOLD THROUGH FACEBOOK

FIGURE 15 POACHED TURTLES FOUND IN THE VEERIS RESORT
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FIGURE 16 SEVERED GREEN TURTLE HEAD FOUND IN JAN THIEL
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4. EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
Effective protection of sea turtles and their habitats depends on people. Since the behavior of people is
the main reason sea turtles and their habitats are threatened, the only solution in the long term is a
massive change in behavior. This is a real challenge and starts with education and outreach. For
behavioral change to occur, people need to understand why it is necessary, as well as and they also
should be motivated to make a change.
Although we see a gradual increase in awareness, there is not yet enough support to ensure long term
protection of endangered sea turtles and their habitat. Our efforts in education and outreach focus on
informing people about the fact that we have endangered sea turtles in our waters, that they share our
environment, that they play and important role in keeping our ecosystems healthy and that they should
be viewed as a sentinel species, which basically means that if sea turtles are not doing well we should be
extra careful, because the things that are affecting their survival will also impact ours.
We have followed different strategies to reach different groups.

4.1 Including the public

FIGURE 17 STCC VOLUNTEERS TOGETHER WITH THE CURAÇAO NATIONAL SOCCER TEAM
We try to include the public in all our activities. Whether it is nest monitoring or people joining us for a
turtle release, we try to involve bystanders and explain what it is that we do. Because first hand
experiences are usually the best way to make people aware and willing to change their behavior.

FIGURE 18 TURTLE RELEASES IN WHICH THE PUBLIC IS INVOLVED
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4.2 (Social) media
Social media is a promising tool to reach local as well as international audiences. In 2017 we focused on
Instagram and Facebook. On Instagram we were able to get 26.4K followers and on Facebook we have
reached 3582 followers. The traditional local media picked up on our messages and we frequently
appeared in the newspapers and on television.
Newspaper “Antiliaans Dagblad” also placed page fillers that asked people to contact us in case that saw
a turtle related incident.

FIGURE 19 STCC IN THE NEWS
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4.3 Presentations
STCC will take every opportunity to give presentations about sea turtles and their importance. We will
customize the presentations to the audience. In 2017 STCC gave presentations to 16 primary school
classes. Some of these classes joined us for a field trip. Furthermore we also gave presentations to the
schools that visited the movie the Red Turtle during the Curaçao International Film Festival Rotterdam.
We introduced the movie by telling the children about the importance of sea turtle conservation and
the efforts of STCC to protect them around Curaçao. Fundamental in these presentations are the tips
shared with the children about how they too can make a difference.
STCC also gave presentations to the Brittanic Club, the round table 40+ and to regional colleagues in the
WIDECAST meeting.

FIGURE 20 STCC GIVING PRESENTATIONS
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4.4 WIDECAST annual meeting
In March STCC hosted the annual WIDECAST meeting in the Acoya hotel. Sea turtle experts from all over
the Caribbean region attended the meeting to share experiences and expertise. The meeting was
covered by local as well as international media, giving STCC extra exposure. The participants were also
taken on a turtle tour, visiting Ascencion, the Sea Turtle Exposition made/curated by STCC in the
Savonet Museum in 2016 and Playa Piskado.

FIGURE 21 WIDECAST GROUP PICTURE
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4.5 Signage
In cooperation with Shunshine Livingstone and several local dive shops and business owners STCC was
able to place information signage at Playa Piskado. The signage showed several resident turtles and the
information was available in 7 different languages. Local fishermen had the honor to cut the red ribbon
at the unveiling.

FIGURE 22 PART OF THE CONTRIBUTORS TO THE SIGNAGE CREATED FOR PLAYA PISKADO
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4.6 “Can you see” song
To reach people from outside our standard audience we partnered with some young local musicians to
create a song to promote awareness about sea turtle conservation. The song was written by Gino James
and composed by Reuben van Lierop. 13 Local musicians sang a part of the song.

FIGURE 23 REUBEN VAN LIEROP AND GINO JAMES DURING THE RECORING OF THE SONG
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5. Funds
Crucial for a successful long term strategy is securing enough funds to cover the costs and build a
financial buffer for the future. Different strategies were pursued to set up a diverse income stream.
Local funds, individuals and companies were asked to support the work of STCC. STCC became a
member of Global Giving. Global Giving is an international crowd funding platform for nonprofit
organizations. Being part of this platform enables us to receive donations from abroad more easily.
Several grant proposals were written, but due to natural disasters that struck the region the fundraising
efforts did not secure the amount that we aimed for.

5.1 Grant and project proposals
Local funds that were approached for support were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Prins Bernard Cultuur Fonds
Fundashon Bon intenshon
Projectfonds van de Vertegenwoordiging van Nederland in Willemstad (VNW)
Waitt Institute – ROC grant
Disney Emergency Fund

None of these supported STCC in 2017, but Prins Bernard Cultuur Fonds postponed the decision about
our proposal to 2018.
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5.2 Local companies

FIGURE 24 ADD FOR THE ADOPT-A-NEST PROGRAM
To give local companies an easy way to support our cause and simultaneously increase their exposure,
the Adopt-A-Nest program was introduced. Companies that adopted a nest were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Avanti Financial Services
CMTC
Sixt Car Rental
Tafelronde 40+ (2x)
Curaçao Financial Group
Turtle Inn in Belize
International School
CPA
Onderlingehulp
Guardian Group
Kooyman BV

FIGURE 25 NEST ADOPTIONS
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5.3 Sponsorships in kind
For our regular activities we have two amazing sponsors, which have been essential for activities on
Klein Curaçao. Both Mermaid Boat trips and Miss Ann Boat trips took our volunteers to the island twice
a week and also gave us shelter for the times we had overnight missions.

5.4 Mutually beneficial partnerships
In July a pilot was set up in partnership with Limpi, a young recycling company that uses marine debris
to make souvenirs. Upon our request they made a few “Turtle buddies”. This product was a great hit and
is now being sold in several dive shops. The recycled plastic products, that help keep the beaches clean
and also support two local initiatives seem to be in high demand.

FIGURE 25 TURTLE BUDDIES

5.5 Support from individuals
There are quite a lot of people that support the aim of STCC, locally as well as internationally. To make it
easier for the international community, and also to increase exposure, STCC became a partner of Global
Giving. Their crowdfunding platform gives information about STCC and people can support our cause
financially via all the regular payment methods.
Locally there are a lot of dive operators that put a small donation box for STCC on their counter. They
often tell their guests about the work STCC does, especially when the guests have encountered a sea
turtle during one of their dive trips.

5.6 Merchandise line
There is a demand for merchandise products from STCC. The first item that we added was a STCC shirt,
for which Ilse Koster made a lovely design. It started out when people at the beaches would ask
volunteers where they could buy a shirt. We decided to try and sell some shirts for the public, with just a
print on the front.
Via the partnership with LIMPI the turtle buddies were introduced. The statues made from about 140
grams of marine debris, have proven to be popular souvenirs. The fact that it helps to keep the beaches
of Curaçao clean seems to be a very attractive benefit, for which people would like to spend some
money.
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At the end of the year we made a calendar which we sold to generate some additional funds. The
calendar was made with the help of EJPEG, Naturepics and Tramm Imaging.

FIGURE 26 STCC MERCHANDISE

5.7 Turtle tours
In our turtle tours we invite people to go with us and explore, enjoy and assist in our monitoring
activities. We explain about the important role sea turtles play in their habitat. We show them sea
turtles in their natural environment and let them assist us in visually checking the turtles for hooks and
lines and taking their picture from a respectful distance. We believe this experience encourages people
to become more engaged in sea turtle conservation.
Tours are always guided by experienced STCC members and include visits of nesting or foraging sites and
sometimes participation in surveys. Depending on the abilities and interests of the participants we offer
custom made experiences. In total 11 tours were organized with a total number of 119 participants.
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6. Preview into 2018
The objectives for 2018 can be split into four types of activities; research, conservation, education and
outreach and fundraising. STCC has objectives for each of these areas.

6.1 Research
The research program for 2018 has the following objectives:
1. Continue the nest monitoring on the four monitoring routes. This is necessary to collect data on the
long term population status of nesting turtles on Curaçao. It is known that inter-annual fluctuations in
nesting activity are common in sea turtle nesting behavior, therefore regular monitoring is essential for
understanding long term trends. STCC hopes to also include temperature data from the main nesting
beaches. Since temperature influences the gender of the hatchlings and also the overall nesting success
it is really important to get basic temperature data for our nesting beaches.
2. Do traditional in-water capture surveys twice. The first should take place in January and the second in
July. These surveys will be conducted using nets to capture live turtles. The turtles will be measured,
tagged, sampled (DNA and isotope) and photographed. This data will contribute to important data
about the population demographics of the sea-turtle population around Curaçao.
3. Set up a citizen scientist data collection for pictures of resident turtles. From the 1st of August we
want to start an intensive program where volunteers actively collect pictures from resident turtles.
Citizen scientists are not researchers but they are people with an interest in conservation that want to
give a hand. This is good because we can exponentially increase our data collection and we
simultaneously increase engagement and awareness.
4. Collect data on the quality of sea turtle habitats either through direct monitoring or by assessing the
results from other available studies. This type of data can be used to improve nesting sites or habitat
through measures such as planting vegetation or removing permanent and/or temporary structures.
5. Collect data on pressures affecting sea turtles such as the occurrence of hooking and entanglement,
the amount of ghost gear present, the amount of marine debris, the effects of coastal development and
others. This data will contribute to the planning of future conservation activities.

6.2 Conservation
The conservation activities planned for 2018 include:
1. The continuation of beach cleanup activities in order to improve the quality of nesting sites. On the
windward side of the island this mainly concerns marine debris. On the leeward side of the island, the
origin of the pollution is mainly land based. STCC hopes to partner up with GNM as well as operators of
beaches, to prevent pollution. This should be done by placing additional garbage cans, better system of
emptying the garbage bin and an overall reduction of the use of single use plastic.
2. Organize monthly (underwater) cleanups. This is meant to prevent turtles from getting entangles in
ghost gear and also to prevent them from ingesting plastic.
3. Place signage at Klein Curaçao that informs visitors about sea turtles and the do’s and don’ts.
4. Continue with rescues of entangled and hooked or other wise injured turtles and making stranding
reports to keep an up to date for effective threat assessment.
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6.3 Education and outreach
The education and awareness objectives for 2018 are:
1. Launch the song and videoclip “Can you see”. The song that was made in 2017, with the help of 13
musicians, will get an official videoclip. When it is finished it will be launched. It will be offered to
different radio and television stations and it will be posted online. We are hoping the video will have an
enormous engagement.
2. We will give at least 12 presentations for groups on Curaçao. We will also give presentations in
Holland, Belgium and Germany for school classes. This will happen around the ISTS for which we will
travel to Kobe. In Kobe we will do a poster presentation and in March we will present our results during
the WIDECAST annual meeting in Trinidad.
3. We will take at least 120 people on a turtle tour. Giving the participants an opportunity to see see
turtles from relatively close by and teaching them about the important roles sea turtles play in keeping
the ecosystems they inhabit healthy.
4. STCC will develop an online freely available book, which tells the story about Pointy, the turtle that
got hooked. This book will contribute to creating awareness.
5. STCC will develop an educational coloring book that teaches children about sea turtles. The book will
be freely available to download online, but there will also be a minimum of 500 hardcopy’s printed,
which will be provided to children of Curaçao as a Christmas gift.
6. The old information sign on Klein Curaçao will be replaced with a new sign that includes information
about the resident turtles there.
7. In the summer we will organize a holiday plan that gives children with an interest in nature the
opportunity to learn more about sea turtles.

6.4 Fundraising
In 2018 the fundraising bar needs to be raised to secure a future for STCC. Sea turtle conservation is a
long term effort, which deserves dedicated advocates that can focus on protecting sea turtles. A divers
and steady income stream is very important to guarantee the sustainability of STCC. Several products
will be developed to generate income:
1. Further develop the partnership with recycling company Limpi. They make amazingly creative
products from marine debris collected by STCC volunteers.
2. Apply for research grants and other external sources of funding.
3. The nest adoption program again aims to have 30 sea turtle nest adopted by companies.
4. Adopt-a-turtle will be developed, to give individuals the opportunity to help sea turtles.
5. Get sponsorships for specific needs: like a pickup truck and underwater camera’s
6. Create mutually beneficial partnerships
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APPENDIXES
Appendix I Glossary
Body pit

an hole in the sand on the beach where a female turtle pushed or threw away
the top layer of sand. This makes it easier to dig a deep enough whole and an
egg chamber because it is less likely to cave in

Citizen scientist

an individual who voluntarily contributes his or her time, effort, and resources
toward scientific research. These individuals don't necessarily have a
formal science background.

Covering

If a sea turtle has finished laying her eggs she will first push sand on top of the
eggs, move a little bit to the front and then she will throw sand to the back to
disguise her nest.

Fybropapillomatosis

a disease that affects sea turtles around the world that causes tumors growth
externally as well as internally
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Appendix II Nest monitoring data form 2017
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Appendix III In-water survey data form 2017
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Appendix III List of tagged turtles 2017
Date
20170212
20170212
20170212
20170212
20170212
20170212
20170212
20170212
20170212
20170212
20170212
20170212
20170213
20170213
20170213
20170213
20170213
20170214
20170214
20170214
20170214
20170214
20170214
20170214
20170214
20170214
20170214
20170214
20170214
20170214
20170214
20170214
20170214
20170214
20170312
20170420
20170506
20170516
20170701

Location
required
Wacawa
Wacawa
Wacawa
Wacawa
Wacawa
Wacawa
Wacawa
Wacawa
Wacawa
Wacawa
Wacawa
Wacawa
Klein Curacao
Klein Curacao
Klein Curacao
Klein Curacao
Klein Curacao
Ascencion
Ascencion
Ascencion
Ascencion
Ascencion
Ascencion
Ascencion
Ascencion
Ascencion
Ascencion
Ascencion
Ascencion
Ascencion
Ascencion
Ascencion
Ascencion
Ascencion
Klein Curacao
Klein Curacao
Playa Piskado
Klein Curacao
Playa Piskado

Species
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
cm
cm
cm

max CL -cm Weight kg
Tag Left
47.8
12.9 WH9754
56
18.6 WH9757
38
6.2 WH9772
53.3
17.7 WH9759
46.2
10.3 WH9768
33
3.8 WH9611
40
6.9 WH9023 R
40.9
6.4 WH9614
35
4.8 WH9616
40.2
7 WH9618
45.2
10.7 WH9621
48.6
11 WH9622
37
5.7 WH9629
29.8
2.8 WH9765
46.4
10.1 WH9760
49.2
13 WH9767
37.1
5.5 WH9625
55.5
15 WH9650
35
3.9 WH9631
29.5
3.3 WH9633
48.4
11.6 WH9655
31.3
3.3 WH9640
39
6.2 WH9642
40.5
7.5 WH9644
35.5
4.5 WH9649
30.9
3.3 WH9647
37.4
5 WH9776
37.2
5.8 WH9780
50.5
13.5 WH9781
33
4.3 WH9783
40
6.5 WH9785
30.2
3.5 WH9788
31.2
3.4 WH9787
40.2
6.4 WH9790
53
WH9625
32
WH9629
WC1401
54
WH9656
30
WH9626

Tag right
WH9752
WH9773
WH9771
WH9758
WH9769
WH9612
WH9613
WH9615
WH9617
WH9619
no flipper
WH9624
WH9628
WH9764
WH9763
WH9766
WH9653
WH9630
WH9631
WH9634
WH9636
WH9702
WH9641
WH9643
WH9648
WH9646
WH9777
WH9778
WH9782
WH9784
WH9786
WH9789
none
WH8791
WH9653
WH9628
WC1402
WH9657
WH9675
30

20170702
20170708
20170714
20170721
20170728
20170830
20170907
20170907
20170907
20170907
20170907
20170907
20170911
20170916
20171019
20171126
20171126
20171227
20171229

Klein Curacao
Playa Piskado
Playa Piskado
Playa Piskado
Playa Piskado
Lagun
Veeris Resort
Veeris Resort
Veeris Resort
Veeris Resort
Veeris Resort
Veeris Resort
Playa Piskado
Playa Piskado
Playa Piskado
Playa Piskado
Playa Piskado
Playa Piskado
Playa Piskado

cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm

56

29.5
30
40
34
36
44
35
43

no
WH9658
WH9799
32 WH9673
WH9792
2.7
2.6
6
4
4.4
8.7

None
WH9693
WH9692
WH9676
WH9680
WH9682
WH9690
33 WH9673
WH9604
WH9604 R
WH9686
WH9673
WH9686

WH9638
WH9659
WH9800
WH9674
WH9793
WH9697
none
none
WH9677
WH9678
WH9679
WH9681
WH9691
WH9674
WH9605
WH9605 R
WH9660
WH9674
WH9663
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Appendix II Protocol in-water survey
Needed materials for 2 working stations:
- 2x Caliper 400 mm
- 2x Caliper 1200 mm
- 2x Measuring tape
- 2x Weighing hook
- 3x Weighing bag
- 200x Scalpels
- 200x Sample tubes
- 5x marker
- 5x pencil
- 4x Sample tube containers
- 150x Flippertags large
- 150x Flippertags small
- 3x Tag applier large
- 3x Tag applier small
- Lysol spray that kills 99,9% of all viruses and germs
- Paper towels
- 3 boxes of gloves
- 6 small buckets
- 100x Towels
- 100x Data forms
- 25 noodles
- 4x camera
- 3x folding table
- Shading tent
- Alcohol
- Hand sanitizer
- Garbage bags
- Container for used scalpels
- First aid kit
In water:
- Boat
- Net
- Towels
- Pocket knife
- 10x Snorkel sets and flippers
Preparation:
Working station
1. Set up the working stations.
2. Make sure all the needed material is there.
3. Make sure each station has the following roles filled:
a. Researcher or veterinary that takes all the measurements.
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b. Assistant researcher that helps with the handling of the turtle.
c. Someone to write down the measurements.
d. Someone to take pictures.
In water team:
1. Everybody should make sure they have eaten and drunken enough for being in the water for at
least an hour and a half.
2. Put on enough sun protection. Preferably everybody is wearing long sleeves.
3. The safety briefing will be given when everybody is ready to go in the water.
4. The net will be put in the water. As soon as the net is in snorkelers will start patrolling the net to
see if turtles are entangled and if so to bring them up.
Protocol:
SAFETY COMES FIRST! If anybody feels uncomfortable at any time, please announce yourself. There
will be a safety coordinator appointed that will decide if the net has to come out of the water early.
No risks will be taken with volunteers of turtles.
1. Snorkelers will patrol the net from the moment it goes into the water until it is completely out.
If they encounter a turtle they bring it up to the surface so the turtle can breath and then they
entangle it from the net. It is either brought to the working station or placed in the boat, to be
taken to the working station at a later time.
2. The net will stay in the water for an hour or it might be taken out early if the safety coordinator
that is on the dock keeping an overview decides that to be best.
3. At the working station the turtle is measured, tagged and the samples are taken. All the date is
recorded and there are pictures taken from all the sides of the head of the turtle with 2
camera’s. After the data forms are filled in completely, and this is cheched, the turtle is released
again. Sample tubes will receive the data and the tag numbers of the turtles and stored in order.
4. The measuring table and all the used materials are cleaned 3 times. First all the moist is taken
away with a paper towel. The table and materials are disinfected with Lysol and finally the table
and the materials are ringed with sweet water, before the next turtle is placed on the table
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Appendix IV STCC in the media
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Appendix V Congratulation letter of WIDECAST director
Appendix VI STCC supporters, partners and volunteers in sea turtle
conservation
The success achieved in 2017 would not have been possible without the support and assistance of many
people and organizations, both local and international. STCC would like to thank all their supporters,
partners and volunteers for their contributions and support throughout the year.
Board
Denise Vijber
Leon Pors

Ger Boevrie

Corinne van Hal

Volunteers
Annelies Stoll
Marianne van der Meij – Kros
Ard Vreugdenhil
Arjan Vreugdenhil
Corinne Martijn
Marie Louise Kunnemans
Ilse Koster
Diana Martis
Corinne Senior
Tatjana Wechgelaar
Ton Kros
Finn Simonetti
Angela Richardson
Savannah Richardson
Thijs Giskes
Suus Krediet
Thijs Beemsterboer

Kees Berendse
Marian Berendse
Cees Jan Vendrik
Pieter de Geus
Taeke Baarsma
Anne ten Koppele
Babette van Ravenswaaij
Meente Schijf
Mira Timmer
Odette Doest
Terence Canters
Theo Vreugdenhil
Manu Jove
Ellen Vreugdenhil
Ester Brederode
Ans Bronnenberg
Nel Beemsterboer

Kim Russel
Steven Winters
Maarten Bron
Kirsten Leek
Michell Lammering
Debra Nijburg
Rose Boeve
Ken Anderson
Niels Bruinewoud
Guenn Ramon Gustina
Gitland Garmes
Thijs Vreugdenhil
Stephanie Lecoeur
Luke Hessler
Andrew Thode
Cor Beemsterboer
Tom Reurings
Floor de Monte

International Partners
WIDECAST
ISTS

Global Giving
Rijksuniversiteit Groningen

Sea Turtle Nesting Safe
Naturepics

Regional partners
STCB

DCNA

Barbados Sea Turtle Project

Local partners
Limpi recycling
DIVE Curaçao

Uniek Curaçao
Curaçao Cares

Curaçao Clean Up

Local Business Partners and Supporters
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Mermaid boattrips
Miss Ann boattrips
Coastguard
Familie Finies
International School
Curaçao Financial Services
Onderlingehulp
Curious2Dive
Bahia Inn
Grafitex
Napa
Brittanic Club

CITRO
CMTC
CPA
Acoya Hotel
Sixt rent a car
Avanti
Relaxed Guided Duives
Blue Bay Dive Shop
Dolfijn FM
Barefoot
KEIM
Restaurant KOME

Dammers
Coca-Cola
Bay West
CMTC
Ronde Tafel 40+
Kooyman
Ennia
SylvanyRoss
Hemmingway
GO West Diving
American Consulate
Beyglz
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Appendix V. Ways to donate
You can support STCC by making a donation. We greatly depend on the support of generous people.
Whether it is $10, $100 or $10.000 or a donation in kind, it will help ensure that we can keep on
protecting sea turtles and their habitats around Curaçao.
STCC is a member of Global Giving. Through our project site on their website,
https://www.globalgiving.org/projects/help-protect-endangered-sea-turtles-in-curacao, you can easily
make a donation choosing from all the major accepted payment methods.

To make a donation locally on Curacao:
Beneficiary:
Friends of Sea Turtle Conservation Curaçao
Bank:
Maduro & Curiel’s Bank (Curaçao) N.V.
Account number:
30128106

To make a donation from the USA:
Beneficiary:
Friends of Sea Turtle Conservation Curaçao
Account number:
30128106
Beneficiary Bank:
Maduro & Curiel’s Bank (Curaçao) N.V.
Swift Code:
MCBKCWCU
Correspondent Bank: Standard Chartered Bank
Swift Code:
SCBLUS33

To make a donation from Europe:
Beneficiary:
Friends of Sea Turtle Conservation Curaçao
Account number:
30128106
Beneficiary Bank:
Maduro & Curiel’s Bank (Curaçao) N.V.
Swift Code:
MCBKCWCU
Correspondent Bank: ING Belgium SA/NV
Swift Code:
BBRUBEBB
If you have any questions or ideas for giving, please contact us at
info@seaturtleconservationcuracao.org or call the director Sabine Berendse at +5999 5652271
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